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Dough Checkweigher
TECHNOREX



LCD with touchscreen

Reports grouped on assortment and shift 
Work with predefined product receipts

Extremely easy calibration
Automatic maintaining of zero value within the limit of 20 g
Weight is indicated in big letters, visible from the distance

Registration of the number of good and rejected pieces
Records the alarms

Makes the total of the dough weight

Acoustic signaling 
and warning column

Rejecting conveyor

Refuses the pieces 
of under-weighed 

or over-weighed dough

It includes three conveyors: 

input, weighing, rejected

The bands have synchronized 
speed in order for the pieces of

 dough to pass smoothly and 
for the shocks to be decreased on 
the weighing band. The automatic 

control of the speed is made 
depending on the desired capacity.

Solid frame made 
of stainless steel

Process interface

connector

It commands the automatic 
adjustment of the quantity 

of the dividing machine

Ajustable legs that
 eliminate vibrations

Plastic tray support
 for easyrecovery 
of rejected dough



760 (l)×1570 (L)×1810 (h)

400V 50Hz

1100 W

min 5 bar

45 m/min 

with FDR agreement

5200 pieces/hour

40 � 2500 g

1 g

2 g

+ /  - 1 g

Dimensions

Supply voltage

Absorbed power

Air pressure

Conveyor�s maximum speed

Conveyor belts

Maximum capacity

Weighing range

Minimum division displayed

Minimum verification value

Weighing error

TECHNOREX IIDMODEL

Increase of productivity: with the same quantity of dough, more finished product may be obtained

Increase of efficiency: simplification of the staff scheme and high level of repetitiveness of the weighing operation

Easiness in exploitation: storing of at least 6 predefined receipts

Versatility: extended range of weight, between 40 and 2500 g

Increase of the product quality: uniformity of the finished product�s weight, within the parameters imposed

by technology and legal norms

Follow-up of production: it seneratis reports per shift, containing information regarding the number of pieces of products 

grouped on assortments, number of pieces rejected on assortments, total quantity of processed dough and total 

quantity of rejected dough

Optimization of the flow of fresh dough by elimination of the manual weighing. Thus, the flow of dough has a fixed 

cadence, the pieces of dough are well spaced between them and double pieces are eliminated

Advantages:

Easy maintenance of belts

Can be integrated with any kind of dividing machine ( with or without electric weight regulator )



Ph.  (40) 31 40.50.442
Fax:  (40) 31 40.50.443
GSM:  (40) 728 -305.277
sales@serviceautoma�zari.ro
www.serviceautoma�zari.ro

Connectivity and reporting ( optional feature )

Monitoring the functioning in real time, locally or from any other place, using the Internet

Issuance of reports afferent to production for the entire quantity or at product level

Possibility of online repair, made by an automation specialist, thus reducing at minimum
the time necessary to put back of the equipment in production
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